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WORST COOKS IN AMERICA: CELEBRITY EDITION 

Episode Descriptions (2018) 
 
Premiering Sunday, April 15th at 9pm (all times ET/PT) – SEASON PREMIERE! 
“Hit Me With Your Best Dish” 
As soon as the new cast of celebrity recruits arrive to boot camp, Anne and Tyler immediately throw them into their first 
challenge!  They must cook their signature dishes so the chefs can assess their skills, or lack thereof, in the kitchen.  Then 
the chefs teach the celebrities how to make a classic breakfast dish, which proves to be disastrous for these clueless cooks.  
After Anne and Tyler choose their teams, the celebrities are anxious to officially start their culinary training.  
 
Premiering Sunday, April 22nd at 9pm 
“Rolling in the Deep” 
Anne and Tyler throw the celebrities into the deep end and start off the day with a fast-paced seafood tower relay game.  
After that, things get ugly when the recruits tackle monkfish and learn how to make fish and chips.  The two celebrities with 
the worst dishes go head-to-head in an elimination challenge. 
 
Premiering Sunday, April 29th at 9pm 
“Mother Dough” 
Boot camp is transformed into Celebrity Game Night and the teams go head-to-head in the kitchen playing multiple rounds 
of celebrity- driven food games. The main challenge proves to be tough on the recruits, when they have to make their own 
unique pizzas, including dough from scratch. The two least successful recruits go head-to-head in a bruschetta challenge, 
and one recruit is sent packing.   
 
Premiering Sunday, May 6th at 9pm   
“Nutritious and Delicious” 
Anne and Tyler play a unique taste and describe game with the celebrity recruits, themed around delicious comfort foods.  
After testing their taste buds, special guest Melissa Peterman arrives to help with the main dish challenge.  The celebs must 
create their own unique meals that include a protein, side dish and dessert.  The two celebrities with the least successful 
dishes battle it out in the blind elimination challenge. 
 
Premiering Sunday, May 13th at 9pm  
“A La Cuisine!” 
In this penultimate episode, the oven mitts come off and the celebrities fight for a spot in the finale.  First up is Remote 
Control Chef, where the celebrities must tell their mentors how to cook a dish.  After that, they face their toughest challenge 
yet, which is the Worst Cooks version of Iron Chef called Aluminum Foil Chef!  The celebrities with the best dishes will head 
to the finale. 
 
Premiering Sunday, May 20th at 9pm  
“It’s All For The Fans” 
The final two recruits face their final, ultimate challenge – cook a restaurant quality meal for a panel of culinary experts: 
Rocco Dispirito, Cady Huffman and Aarthi Sampath.  But before the celebrities impress the panel, they must impress their 
biggest fans.  Anne and Tyler coach their recruits, and all the skills the celebs have learned over the past six weeks are put 
to the test.  One recruit is named the winner and awarded $25,000 for their charity.  
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